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General information 

SPORTEC® motionflex is a jigsaw puzzle mat made of fine polyurethane foam. It has been 
developed especially for indoor applications that involve highly dynamic movements and 
endurence. No matter if aerobics, Body-Pump, certain combat sports, Zumba, cardio boxing, 
or other fitness programmes are concerned - SPORTEC® motionflex offers crucial 
advantages for a successful and safe workout. SPORTEC® motionflex ensures high walking 
comfort and still allows for precies motion sequences. 
Due to its jigsaw puzzle interlocking system, SPORTEC® motionflex is connected quickly and 
firmly and can be adapted or complemented to any floor plan shape. 
 
Preventative Measures 

Keep as much dirt and foreign material as possible off the floor surface by including "dirt 
stops" in front of the doors and "shoe cleaning zones" or “shoe changing zones” in the 
entrance areas. 

 
Cleaning 

Clean off loose dust and dirt by using a high-performance vacuum cleaner. Optionally use a 
vacuum cleaner with rotating brush attachments or other fittings to supporting the vacuum 
cleaner. Remove clinging dirt with a lightly spray-wetted cloth.  
 
Remove more stubborn stains as follows: 
Wet stain with a solution made up of water with a dash of liquid soap (e.g. dishwashing 
detergent) and rub with the lightly spray-wetted cloth over the stain. Rinse with clear water 
and dry.  
Do not use any abrasive, solvent-based or chlorine-based cleaner! 
 
SPORTEC®.motionflex floors have a porous surface which can absorb liquids. If these liquids 
are not dried away, mold formation or odors can result. 
 
Please contact our Applications Engineering Department in the case you should have 
questions or need further technical information.  
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